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Icy moons are common

Credit: NASA via Wikipedia user Bricktop; 
edited by Wikipedia users Deuar, KFP, 
TotoBaggins, City303, JCPagc2015



Water–rock reactions

Credit: University of Washington/Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution.

• Likely an important food/energy source in 
subsurface environments

• Complementary chemical inputs might 
also be important (e.g. radiolytic 
oxidants)

• Honorable mentions:
• Ganymede
• Enceladus
• Titan



Europa: prime example
• Galileo findings:

• Gravity, imagery → Density [1]
• Gravity, lab analogs → Layer structure [1]
• Reflectance spectroscopy → Surface 

materials [2,3]
• Magnetic measurements → Ocean 

detection [4]
• Water–rock reactions very likely

Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/SETI Institute.



Europa Clipper mission
• Habitability mission, goals relating to 

characterizing Europa like never before 
[5,6]

• Numerous flybys of Europa (40+)
• 10 science investigations designed to:

• Understand surface-lofted materials and 
ionosphere

• Analyze surface conditions
• Characterize subsurface layers and conditions



Other targets
• JUICE mission has similar goals for 

Ganymede, and will orbit that moon
• Cassini–Huygens mission discovered 

much about Titan, but important questions 
remain

• Enceladus: direct plume measurements 
from Cassini indicate hydrothermal activity

• Moons of Uranus (esp. Miranda and Ariel)
• Even Pluto might have an ocean!
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